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From Here to Transcendence
The Archangels present a clear, 55-step guide to the ascension process, offering new, highfrequency information and practical tools to support you as you raise your energy.

Atlantis Cards
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In ANGEL INSPIRATION, Diana showed us how to tap into the awesome power of the angels.
In ANGEL ANSWERS she brings us lessons from the angels advising us how we should live
our lives in the bewildering modern world. From relationships with children or friends to
illnesses, from understanding why some people become addicted to drugs or alcohol and how
to alleviate their problems, to strategies for bringing about greater equality in the world, Diana
covers a vast array of the biggest questions faced by humanity.Full of the wisdom and
inspiration that she has gleaned over years of angel work, ANGEL ANSWERS is the book
Diana's army of fans has been waiting for and is also the perfect introduction to her writing.

The Council of Light
Information, exercises, and guided meditations to become an enlightened master in this
lifetime There is an unprecedented opportunity for spiritual growth. In The Archangel Guide to
Enlightenment and Mastery, authors Diana Cooper and Tim Whild help you take advantage of
this opportunity, connecting you to the highest frequency dragons, unicorns, angels, and great
ascended masters who are assisting you to move into your true potential. For the first time
since the golden era of Atlantis, those who are ready can be bathed in ninth-dimensional
frequencies. The entire book vibrates at the fifth to seventh dimension, interwoven with
incredible shining ninth-dimensional threads. Lord Kuthumi, the world teacher, takes you into
his twelve teaching temples, where he and great universal angels and masters guide you on a
training course into enlightenment and mastery. In addition, many of the greatest masters ever
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to serve our planet share their secrets and assistance. Lord Voosloo--the highest frequency
high priest to have served in Atlantis--has allowed us to access his incredible energy to take
the reader to the highest levels now achievable on planet Earth. Full of guided meditations and
invaluable insights, The Archangel Guide to Enlightenment and Mastery is a must-read for
those who wish to fulfill their soul missions in this life and serve Gaia in the fifth dimension and
beyond.

A New Light on Angels
Bourne details the five expansions of consciousness, providing a priceless, age-old route map
to help bring the journey of unfolding into clearer perspective and then catalyze the next stage
of spiritual evolution.

Orbs Cards
A comprehensive yet easy companion on how unicorn spirit guides can help us on our
Ascension journey. Discover how to connect with your unicorn guides: raise your vibration,
advance on your ascension path, and attract more love, light, healing and happiness. Unicorns
are beings of the angelic realms who are returning to Earth to aid us on our path to ascension.
They bring messages of hope and remind us to stay positive as we prepare for a golden future.
Diana Cooper, world-renowned angel, ascension and Atlantis expert, has been communicating
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with unicorns for over a decade, and showing others how to connect with these beings. In this
book, she teaches you how to: · connect with your unicorn and recognize the signs of its
presence · call unicorns into your dreams and learn to interpret their messages · work with your
unicorn to heal your personal, family and ancestral karma · discover your soul purpose and
invoke your unicorn to illuminate it · create a unicorn crystal grid for blessings and healing
Through the meditations, visualizations and journalling exercises included in each chapter, you
will become attuned to the unicorns' light energy and begin to see positive shifts in your life.

Angel Answers
This is Book One of the Ascension Rays Series. The Ascension Rays Book Series was created
by Reiki Master Teacher and Lightarian Ray Practitioner Chris Comish as a means to deliver
attunements and accelerate global consciousness worldwide. The Ascension Rays Series
consists of six books: Empowerment, Clearing, Healing, Activation, Manifestation and Source
Connection. Each book has been designed to deliver one specific Lightarian Ray Client
Attunement. Please read Book One, Empowerment, prior to reading the other books in the
series and please wait seven days between Ray Attunements to allow for integration of the
energies. This is a powerful series which is being shared with readers worldwide for the
increased acceleration of Global Awakening and Universal Consciousness that is needed in
these times of intense change and transformation.
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The Guardians: Path of Ascension
The Witches Tarot Book By Ellen Cannon Reed 0-87542-668-9 $12.95 U.S. $19.95 Can.320
pp. 5 1/4 x 8Inside this companion guide to "The Witches Tarot" deck are meditations and
methods of working with the Qabalistic Tree of Life that you can use immediately. You''ll learn
the meaning of the mysterious pictures found in the Tart, and learn to use those symbols in
your meditations and magical work. You''ll also find a new way of reading Tarot, and a
complete description of "The Witches Tarot "deck, which is designed to include the Qabalistic
symbolism in a way that speaks to Pagans. This guide includes complete descriptions of each
card, as well as each card''s Hebrew letter, astrology, color, scent, gem and Qabalistic path
correspondences. Also included in this book are magnificent illustrations of the 22 Major
Arcana by artist Martin Cannon. Ellen Cannon Reed shows how each of the cards are
associated with one of the paths on the Qabalistic Tree of Life. She has gathered data from
multiple Qabalistic sources and combined this research with her own knowledge of Wicca. This
is the first book that clearly discusses the Tarot from both the Qabalistic and the Wiccan points
of view.

Archangel Oracle Cards
Intended as an introduction and initiation to a worldwide fascination, this experiential tool draws
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visible proof of the presence of angels in the form of ghostly spheres. The book answers
technical questions and offers practical guidance, such as who the orbs are, what purpose they
serve, and how they can help. The dozens of full-color photos included within allow the orbs to
enlighten and transform lives with their specific energies as well as provide tools for
confidence, love, empowerment, hope, and spiritual expansion. Seekers will find the orbs
especially enlightening, whether they are looking to make simple connections to angels and
other spirit guides or ultimately to accelerate their own spiritual ascension.

The Archangel Guide to the Animal World
The awakening begins in an ascending consciousness with an unspecified dissatisfaction
regarding the established rules and assumptions. You cannot identify the irritation, but it feels
as if there should be something more. Because of this, you begin to look for answers outside of
the normal channels and your awakening commences. The messages for awakening are as
diverse as their sources because they are designed to reach different levels of
consciousness—yet the truth is always the truth, though the form it takes may vary. Expansion
for Ascending Consciousness is a cooperative effort to provide a basis for understanding
consciousness and the energy construct we exist within. The intent is to remove the mysticism
surrounding consciousness and embodied experience. While complex and miraculous in its
design, consciousness is scientifically explainable and the foundation upon which the universe
has been created. As an ascending collective, you have reached a time in your development
where mysticism has outlived its usefulness. Truth comes in many forms, and thus the
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information you gravitate to at any given moment is dependent upon what resonates with your
current level of awakening. At a point in this process you will look back upon the information
you have accumulated and see that each one was a step that incrementally raised your
awareness. Expansion for Ascending Consciousness contains the next step along this path of
ascension.

From Here to Ascension
"The Path to Your Ascension will empower you to focus on what’s really important in life. It will
help you rediscover what your soul has known from the beginning—that life does have a higher
purpose. And that each encounter along the way, no matter how difficult, is a stepping-stone
that will lead you back to your source. The world’s religions have singled out great masters
who have walked the earth and “ascended” to God. Elijah was swept up into heaven in a
chariot of fire. Gautama Buddha entered Parinirvana. Jesus ascended to the Father, and Mary
was assumed into heaven. These masters were not exceptions to the rule. They were
teachers, mentors, examples. They came to show us how we, too, can master the
circumstances of our life and walk the path home to God. The Path to Your Ascension shapes
the wisdom of these ascended masters into a personal guide for your own soul's liberation. It
offers practical techniques to accelerate your spiritual growth and describes the angels and
masters who can help you achieve your goal. In down-to-earth terms, sprinkled with touching
anecdotes, it reveals your greatest opportunities for spirituality and the most serious
challenges to making it all the way home. "
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The Wonder of Unicorns
Extra energies from heaven have been directed to planet Earth to help her and her people
move into the fifth dimension. We are being watched over by trillions of ships, because this is
the only time a planet has been allowed to ascend with her people on her. Without the help of
those extraterrestrials, we would have never made it through the 1990s. I have known for
years that I cannot get off this planet until I have written this book. It is a book for people who
have asked the questions, “How did this beloved country of ours get into a mess like this,”
and, “What can I do to help?” The answer lies in Ho’oponopono, the ancient
Hawaiian/Lemurian response of love, compassion, forgiveness, and gratitude.

The Magic of Unicorns
In a reality where magic exists yet science reigns supreme, there are the guardians--the
presiders of the universe. All but destroyed centuries ago by the god of chaos, the remaining
few now scour the cosmos in search of mortals capable of wielding aether; they are the ones
likely to ascend into new guardians and restore order. On Earth, they found five. Young Seldin
and his friends have no clue of what's soon to become of them, for no human has ascended in
half a millennium. However, the universe is unforgiving, and in the guardians' absence chaos
has spread with warlike races eager to assert their dominance. The Pulsari is one such race,
and they too have their sights set on Earth.
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Ascension Cards
This book consists of direct-channeled teaching from the Guides and Angels of the Light.
Alongside every word in the book, there is an uplifting angelic frequency. As you read, you will
be guided to open your heart, shift your perspective within, and feel, experience, see, and
know that you are in the presence of angels. To gain the most benefit from reading, think of
this book as a reading meditation. Take your time as you read the pages, allowing yourself to
enter into a soft, relaxed state of being, as if the angels are in your presence, and speaking
directly to you. One word at a time. They are! Angels transcend time and space, and can be
with everyone who calls upon them at the same time. When you read these words, know that
you are in the direct presence of your guides and angels, who lovingly and powerfully assist
you in tuning into the love, wisdom and uplifting frequency available for you now. Read What
Others Are Saying About Channeling the Guides and Angels of the Light: "WOW! Amazing
read! How did you know all this about me and what I'm experiencing? It's as though this was
written for me! Thank you! I received numerous pieces of information from this and above and
beyond it reaffirmed I'm on the right path. Even on those days it seems "off". But now I know
why those "off" days happen! Thank you thank you thank you!!!" ~Lawna "This if great. More
people should be practicing communicating with their Angels. Also It's a refreshing reminder
how we can create our own future." ~Marie "Thank you Melanie angels of the light. Thank you
for the support & encouragement. The connection and energy boost. Love and light." ~Joan
"Thank you for sharing these beautiful and important messages. Blessings." ~Clare "All these
messages are wonderful and very good transformation to ascend on this path, Thank you so
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much Melanie may GOD AND ANGELS bless you in this path to transform many souls." ~Kalai
"Thank you so much, your writings are so loving.. I can feel them changing my life already..
Love & light to you x." ~Pauline "Melanie, these messages are amazing. Thank you for
bringing them through and thank you to the Beings involved. This is exactly how my guides
have shown me to connect and work and exactly how I do." ~Charlotte "Hi Dear Melaine! What
an incredible and invaluable messages you give to us and to humanity! This is exactly what we
need at the moment! I am so grateful for your generous and kind sharing of such useful and
helpful messages with us ! Also, thank you my beloved angels, my best best friends!" ~Stella "I
love these messages. They are so honest so authentic. Each time they guide me to a higher
vibration! They really help me to connect me with my True Self. Thanks Melanie!" ~Marga

Ascension Through Orbs
Bibliography of Occult and Fantastic Beliefes, vol.1 A-D
Learn the latest details and most recent groundbreaking discoveries that reveal, for the first
time, the mystery of life in the spirit world after death on Earth?proof that our consciousness
survives?in Journey of Souls by Michael Newton, Ph.D. Using a special hypnosis technique to
reach the hidden memories of subjects, Dr. Newton discovered some amazing insights into
what happens to us between lives. Journey of Souls is the record of 29 people who recalled
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their experiences between physical deaths. Through their extraordinary stories, you will learn
specifics about: ·How it feels to die ·What you see and feel right after death ·The truth about
"spiritual guides" ·What happens to "disturbed" souls ·Why you are assigned to certain soul
groups in the spirit world and what you do there · How you choose another body to return to
Earth ·The different levels of souls: beginning, intermediate, and advanced ·When and where
you first learn to recognize soulmates on Earth ·The purpose of life Journey of Souls is a
graphic record or "travel log" by these people of what happens between lives on Earth. They
give specific details as they movingly describe their astounding experiences. After reading
Journey of Souls, you will gain a better understanding of the immortality of the human soul.
You will meet day-to-day challenges with a greater sense of purpose. You will begin to
understand the reasons behind events in your own life. Journey of Souls is a life-changing
book. Already, over 165,000 people have taken Journey of Souls to heart, giving them hope in
trying times. You should read a copy, too.

Angels of Light Cards
Visionary author Patricia Cori and metaphysical artist Alysa Bartha present a true tool of
transformation, empowerment, and awakening—a must-have for serious Tarot readers, spiritual
seekers, and starseeds everywhere. With The Sirian Starseed Tarot, they bring a new
consciousness to the tried and tested realm of the Tarot. Weaving together the worldrenowned teachings delivered through Cori's best-selling books with Tarot traditions of the
past, they bring a new interpretation of the exquisite journey of self-discovery hidden in the
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Tarot's archetypal symbols and meanings. Honoring the core structure of the time-proven Tarot
and the wisdom of what has for centuries been portrayed in its pantheon, Cori and Bartha bring
to light new perspectives upon its theater of characters—and the energies they represent. With
78 gorgeously designed, full-color Tarot cards—22 Major Arcana, 16 “court cards,” and 40
numbered cards (10 for each of four suits)—and a 96-page booklet explaining each card, this
amazing deck allows card readers and their clients to work through the Tarot fundamentals on
a higher level, helping them to achieve a multidimensional perspective on the meaning of their
own lives and in relation to the immense changes that are occurring in our global societies and
in the Earth's own energy grids. A work of creative inspiration and devotion to spirit, The Sirian
Starseed Tarot addresses the growing fascination of many souls who are searching to
understand their starseed origins and their purpose in the greater scheme of our cosmic
evolution.

The Angels of Atlantis
The role that angels play in people's lives is explored in-depth in this insightful and informative
book. Inspirational stories tell of miraculous ways that angels have healed and helped
individuals on earth, encouraging readers to look to their own guardian angels for guidance in
life. The hierarchy of angels is also clarified, giving detailed information about different
archangels and angels of protection. Readers will learn spiritual meditations and exercises that
can ultimately bring them closer to angels and help them discover a better understanding of
themselves.
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The Effective Engineer
EDITION of undercover-collective "Paul Smith", probably Melbourne/Australia - general
purpose: mental hygiene in "esoteric matters", special purpose: esoterism around "Rennes-leChateau and Berenger Sauniere" - in total all vols covering ca. 21.000 titles in 2017

Dragons
The ubiquitous angels of everyday life are introduced in this fully revised and expanded
bestseller. Buoyed by the firsthand experiences of regular people who have interacted with
angels, the book offers guidance on how to reach out to the gentle beings who have chosen to
serve mankind through help, support, and healing. The identities and purposes of a multitude
of angels are explored, from the small angels who care for the slightest daily tasks to the
enormous archangels who cast light over great universal projects. By raising consciousness
and awareness about these heavenly spirits and the amazing companionship they have to
offer, this investigation offers a glimpse into a more evolved world full of peace, light, and joy.

Five Gateways
Packaged in a standard square tuckbox, this deck of 44 orb-shaped cards provides inspiration
and empowerment from the mysterious spirit guides that are concealed in the orbs often found
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in digital photographs. Each card features a unique orb image on one side with corresponding
meditative qualities described in the accompanying booklet, allowing easy connection to the
orbs for personal and planetary transformation and healing.

Magical Unicorns Oracle Cards
Based on the teachings of the 12 archangels of Atlantis, this spiritual resource reveals how to
become aligned with their power and wisdom. The 12 angels are depicted through
extraordinary illustrations that accompany their written message, and each angel is mirrored by
a priest-scientist that contributes to its divine energy. A series of exercises awakens the
archetypal guidance of each incredible force, creating a spiritual environment in which joy and
well-being are sustainable. Providing faith seekers with a deep connection to the ancient realm
of Atlantis, these inspirations offer powerful counsel and healing.

The Dark Night of the Soul
In the first edition of this landmark book, business loyalty guru Fred Reichheld revealed the
question most critical to your company’s future: “Would you recommend us to a friend?” By
asking customers this question, you identify detractors, who sully your firm’s reputation and
readily switch to competitors, and promoters, who generate good profits and true, sustainable
growth. You also generate a vital metric: your Net Promoter Score. Since the book was first
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published, Net Promoter has transformed companies, across industries and sectors,
constituting a game-changing system and ethos that rivals Six Sigma in its power. In this
thoroughly updated and expanded edition, Reichheld, with Bain colleague Rob Markey,
explains how practitioners have built Net Promoter into a full-fledged management system that
drives extraordinary financial and competitive results. With his trademark clarity, Reichheld: •
Defines the fundamental concept of Net Promoter, explaining its connection to your
company’s growth and sustained success • Presents the closed-loop feedback process and
demonstrates its power to energize employees and delight customers • Shares new and
compelling stories of companies that have transformed their performance by putting Net
Promoter at the center of their business Practical and insightful, The Ultimate Question 2.0
provides a blueprint for long-term growth and success.

Unicorn Cards
These beautiful cards are designed to assist those seeking to start on a personal ascension
path or to accelerate journeys to the light. Each of the 52 cards offers a description of a
specific ascension energy or Ascended Master, guidance on its use, and an affirmation to
assist with assimilation of the wisdom. Through them, individuals will work with the gold and
silver violet flame for transformation and to raise the energy in themselves and others, call in
unconditional love, and draw on the elements to bring hope, peace, and love to the world. The
subjects range from the 12 chakras and fire through Commander Ashtar and Mother Mary's
aquamarine mantle. These cards may be employed in a variety of ways—such as a daily source
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of guidance and inspiration, a point of study for group discussion, a source for determining
which areas of an ascension path require the most immediate attention, or a 52-step study
course for ascension. Seekers may choose to work with the cards in order, to select one a
week for a year, or to identify one card for intensive study. The accompanying booklet offers
broader insight into ascension in general.

Expansion for Ascending Consciousness
Featuring a wealth of additional material, this book explains the meaning and the importance of
orbs—the physical presence of angels found in digital photographs—in a wider and more
advanced context. With nearly 50 photographic examples accompanied by meditations to allow
the energy of the orbs to be more fully absorbed, this advanced tool for ascension explores
spirit guides and the angelic hierarchy in greater depth, including the powers, the chakras, the
archangels, the Lords of Karma, and the Ascension Masters.

The Ascension Rays, Book One
A bold, eye-opening account of the coming integration of Europe and Asia Weaving together
history, diplomacy, and vivid personal narratives from his overland journey across Eurasia from
Baku to Samarkand, Vladivostok to Beijing, Bruno Maçães provides a fascinating portrait of the
shifting borderlands between Europe and Asia, tracking the economic integration of the two
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continents into a new supercontinent: Eurasia. As Maçães demonstrates, glimpses of the
coming Eurasianism are already visible in China’s bold infrastructure project reopening the
historic Silk Road, in the success of cities like Hong Kong and Singapore, in Turkey’s
increasing global role, and in shifting U.S. foreign policy toward Europe and Asia. This
insightful and clarifying book argues that the artificial separation of the world’s largest island
cannot hold.

Angel Cards for Children
Archangels are very powerful, wise, and loving guides who can motivate and heal you in
miraculous ways. This deck of 45 oracle cards by Doreen Virtue will familiarize you with the 15
archangels, give you messages from them, help you to invoke them, and answer some of your
important life questions. You'll learn how to give an accurate archangel reading for yourself and
others with the help of the enclosed guidebook.

Angel Inspiration
Higher Ascension Tools is the perfect book for disciples and initiates on the Ascension path.
So for all of us who are spiritually awake. The book came into being in a very interesting and
unexpected way. I woke up one morning with a very vivid dream still in my mind where the God
Horus was showing me a book, he gave me the book title and twelve chapter titles for it,
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instigating thus the writing of this book. The objective of the book is to accelerate your
ascension path with a variety of tools provided by Horus, the Diamond Unicorns, the Goddess,
the Cosmic Whales, a variety of Ascended Masters, the Planetary Logoi and Sacred Atlantean
Cats. I am sharing my personal experiences with these beings and the teachings they have
brought me. The book contains many channeled messages from these beings of light for the
reader to facilitate connecting with them."Franziska Siragusa has written a very special book
full of spiritual information and beautiful, inspirational visualisations. Just reading it will fill you
with light and accelerate your ascension journey. I loved it." Diana Cooper

The Dawn of Eurasia
Galactic teachings and practices to raise your vibrational energy and create a life of joy,
abundance, and ease • Provides direct transmissions of spiritual technology from the Council
of Light to activate the 10 Rays of Light • Reveals that by shifting your consciousness and
raising your inner vibration, you can change your daily life experience and manifest the life you
want • Includes guided journeys and exercises to manifest health, wealth, happiness, and
purpose and to form a direct connection with the Council of Light Through her advanced
spiritual work with Thoth, Danielle Rama Hoffman was introduced to the Council of Light--an
intergalactic group of thousands of light beings from across the Multiverse. Their purpose is to
support individuals as they shift into unity consciousness and return to their natural state of joy.
The Council transmitted the teachings in this book for those seeking to accelerate their journey
toward health, wealth, happiness, and their soul’s deepest desires. The Council’s teachings
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reveal that by shifting your consciousness and raising your inner vibration, you can change
your daily life experience and manifest the life you want. These direct transmissions of spiritual
technology from the Council include activations for the 10 Rays of Light, guided journeys and
meditations, and written, spoken, energetic, and breathwork exercises to creatively turn your
debt into wealth, transfigure your food into light for better health and well-being, enhance your
abilities for interdimensional travel, and return to your natural inner state of joy. The Council
explains how each Ray of Light has a specific vibration and application and can assist in
removing any blocks to achieving your soul’s purpose. The Emerald Ray, for example,
activates the signature energy of your authentic and full self, and the Venus Ray, the Ray of
Opulent Bliss, supports alignment with abundance and prosperity. Offering an opportunity to
form a direct connection with the Council of Light, this book provides practical tools to move
from a life of worry, debt, exhaustion, and isolation to one of joy, abundance, purpose, ease,
and connectedness, with a team of Divine supporters to assist you along the way.

The Mandala Astrological Tarot
The magical, mythical beings of pure energy known as unicorns stand ready to help and guide
humanity in this beautiful deck of affirmations, which features a unique unicorn on every card.
By attuning to the pack and drawing a card, users gain access to the wisdom of unicorns to
help with meditation or daily navigation. The simple messages of guidance and inspiration will
be welcome to both adults and children striving to connect with themselves and improve their
inner lives.
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Enlightenment Through Orbs
The first book of its kind on dragon spirituality, by world-renowned bestselling author on
ascension and Atlantis, Diana Cooper. Dragons are returning to Earth now to prepare us for
the Golden Age - and to help you ascend to the Light! Dragons are celestial beings from the
angel realms who have been sent here by Source to assist and protect us. They have been
serving our planet since its inception and work with the angels in service for the highest good.
In this book, world-renowned ascension and Atlantis expert Diana Cooper shares incredibly
detailed and practical knowledge about the dragons and how they can support us. You'll
discover: * the history of dragons on Earth, how they came to be here and their mission for
humanity * the air, earth, fire and water dragons, and how they act as personal companions *
the higher frequency and galactic dragons and the wisdom they bring * how to meet your
personal dragon guide and how it can help you on your ascension path Through the
visualizations and exercises in this book, you'll learn how to attune to dragon frequencies and
expand your consciousness. All you have to do is ask - and watch how the dragons co-operate
with the angels to fulfil your soul's deepest desires!

The Archangel Guide to Ascension
Ancient myths and legends are explained from a higher spiritual perspective in this guide to the
amazing energetic beings known as unicorns. Whether aspiring to help the world at large or
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simply improve a small corner of it, enlightenment seekers can use the meditations, rituals, and
ceremonies featured in the book to unleash the great abilities of these elusive spirit guides.
Supported by the author's personal-connection experiences, unicorns are revealed not as
mere fantasy, but rather similar in presence and power to angels.

Opening to Light Language
What if you could protect or heal with the power of color and light? What if you could reconnect
with loved ones who have passed and learn from the other side? What if we are transcendent
beings with a magnificent history and cosmic destiny? There’s more to reality than it appears.
In this book, Arcturian Joyce Strahn shows how all of this is possible. With gentle humour,
Strahn shares stories of using light energy for protection, compassion, and the greater good,
before delving into the mysteries of other planes and the existential future of Earth and our
species. Based on her lifetime of spiritual study, Strahn outlines techniques to guide readers
through these troublesome times. In this book, you will learn: 1. How to protect property from
harm. 2. How to use color and light as healing techniques. 3. How to manifest what you need.
4. Read heartwarming communications with her real Dad after his transition and what he has
to teach us. 5. Concrete steps that will help to raise our vibration and point the way to a
brighter future.

Channeling the Guides and Angels of Light
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Just like humans, each type of animal has its own soul purpose on Earth. Birds, fish, insects
and reptiles are on their own spiritual journey. Some animals incarnate in service to humanity,
while others serve the planet or are here to grow spiritually through life on Earth. The souls of
animals, like the souls of humans, come from different stars or planets, even from different
universes.In this book, which features unprecedented teachings on the animal realm, Diana
Cooper shares fascinating channelled information about the soul missions and service work of
many of the creatures of the world. We discover the various planets or stars from which they
originate and what they come to Earth to learn or teach.As well as comprehensive material
about the creatures with whom we share the planet and the particular angels they work with,
this incredible book contains visualizations to connect with them and prayers to help them
all.The Archangel Guide to the Animal World will expand your consciousness and help you see
to the animal world with enlightened eyes.

The Path to Your Ascension
Humanity is changing. Intuition and spiritual growth are escalating within many. Light
Language is a natural part of this evolution, though it is such a different type of expression that
it is often misunderstood. It represents an advancement in multidimensional communication. It
is heart-centered, conceptual and connective information via language. Light Language
elevates you through healing and activates your deep cellular knowledge about your innate
and powerful flow of Love, expanding your conscious interaction with the subtle nature of
Life.Jamye takes readers through the newest scientific theories that are beginning to
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substantiate humanity's connection to the subtle realms. She details the impact of Light
Language to your multidimensional nature. As the book takes a deeper dive into the esoteric
details of Light Language, you are offered an opportunity to begin to open your own ability to
channel the Language of Light. Jamye's connection and courage that grew from Light
Language has changed her life in magical ways. Will it change yours, too?

The Ultimate Question 2.0 (Revised and Expanded Edition)
With the Magical Unicorns Oracle Cards deck, you can receive messages and guidance
related to your present life, your future, and your spiritual path. Suitable for adults and children
of all ages, each card features a beautiful unicorn painting and a life-affirming message. The
enclosed easy-to-follow guidebook allows you to instantly give accurate readings to yourself
and others. Let these cards by Doreen Virtue, the creator of the Healing with the Angels Oracle
Cards deck as well as many others, take you to the magical and enchanting world of the
unicorns.

The Witches Tarot
Introducing The Effective Engineer--the only book designed specifically for today's software
engineers, based on extensive interviews with engineering leaders at top tech companies, and
packed with hundreds of techniques to accelerate your career.
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Journey of Souls
Combining spiritual and cultural information about the inhabitants of Atlantis, this collection of
cards provides insight and inspiration for our life path, highlighting our strengths and helping us
to work with our weaknesses in the best possible way.

Higher Ascension Tools
These beautifully crafted cards with illustrations of angels will inspire and delight small children
and parents alike.

The Sirian Starseed Tarot
Each card in this lavish deck portrays a different angel for guidance, protection, help, and
healing. Intended for inspiration and affirmation, the cards work with the user's thoughts and
decisions to raise levels of consciousness and open up psychic and spiritual gifts. Whether
attempting to release old negative thought patterns or clearing emotional blockages, the angels
offer significant meditative light from which spiritual knowledge and information emanate. The
cards are packaged in an attractive desktop holder that can display each day's chosen angel.

The Archangel Guide to Enlightenment and Mastery
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There are many tarot sets on the market?but not one like this! The first thing you'll notice about
this unique book-and-card set is the deck's square shape, which allows each card to be
positioned facing not just two, but all four cardinal points of the compass: this provides
readings of great depth and accuracy. Then, the original design eliminates the conventional
human figures of the tarot, replacing them with mandala images that aid meditation. What's
more, the 22 major arcane signs are divided into three groups corresponding to the signs of
the zodiac, the elements, and the planets. This spiritually aware approach to the tarot provides
a remarkable new set of tools for understanding the forces that shape our lives.
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Arts & Photography
Biographies & Memoirs
Business & Money
Children's Books
Christian Books & Bibles
Comics & Graphic Novels
Computers & Technology
Cookbooks, Food & Wine
Crafts, Hobbies & Home
Education & Teaching
Engineering & Transportation
Health, Fitness & Dieting
History
Humor & Entertainment
Law
LGBTQ+ Books
Literature & Fiction
Medical Books
Mystery, Thriller & Suspense
Parenting & Relationships
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Politics & Social Sciences
Reference
Religion & Spirituality
Romance
Science & Math
Science Fiction & Fantasy
Self-Help
Sports & Outdoors
Teen & Young Adult
Test Preparation
Travel
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